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TWO-DIMENSIONAL COhlPRESSIBLE FLOW
COMPRESSORS WITH STRAIGHT

BY JOHN D. STANITZ and GAYLORLI O. ELLIS

IN. CENTRIFUGAL
BLADES

SUMMARY

examples are presented for steady, i%o-
dimenmimal, compressible, nmuiscous $OW in centrifugal
compressors with thin straight blades, the cmter lines of which
generate the surface of a right circular cone when. rotated about
the axis qf the compressor, A“sewnth e.urrn.pieis presented for
incompressible JOW. The solutions were obtained in a region ~f
the compres~ors, including the impeller tip, that was considered
to be una~ected by di$u8er ranes or by the impeller-inlet c&tj@-
ration. fieh solution applies to radial- and mixed-jbw com-
pressors UM various cone angles but with the same angle
between blades on the conic JOW surface. (The sohdions also
apply to radial- and mixed-$ow turbine~ with the rotation and
the $OW direction recersed.) I%e effect8 of rariaticms in
the .~llowing parameters were investigated: (1) $OW rate,
(2) repeller-tip speed, (3) ram”aiion of passage height with
radius, and (z$) angle between bladea on conic j%w swrface.
The nmmerical results are presented in plots of the streamlines
and constant Mach number lines.

Correlation equations are deceloped whereby the J70W condi-
tion8 in any impel[m with straight bla.de~ can be determined
(in the region inoedigated by this analysis) for all operating
condition. As examples of the information prwided by the
correlation equation82 the velocities along the blade wfaces are
presented for a. m-de range of impe[ler-tip Mach number, j%w
coejlicient ($OW rate), and angle between blades on the conic
flow swface.

LNTRODUCTION-

At the present t~me, the design of cent.rifugd compressors
is primarily a.n art rather than a science. Little detailed
knowledge of flow conditions within the compresso~ on which
to base a rat.ional design is arai.IabIe. If these flow condi-
tions could be determined, design methods might be devel-
oped for cent.rifugal compressors with higher aerod~amic-
efficiency and better over-aJ1 performance. For example,
the compressor eficienc-y viould be impro~ed if favorable
velocity distributions (with respect.to boundary-layer growth
and separa.tion) could be obtained tdong the flow-surfaces by
proper design of the compressor.

For a given set of design and operating parameters, the
-wJociiieeand pressureswithin the compressor depend on the
three-dimensional flow path and on the fluid properties
(compressiblity and viscosity). A complete analysis of the
flow must include all these factors. If flow conditions are

essentially uniform in one direction, however, the flow is
adequately represented by a two-dimensional analysis in
which the fluid is considered inviscid but compressible.
Viscosity of the fluid is unimportant.except.within the bound-
ary layer along the flow surfaces, and this boundary layer
is thin provided fa-rorable velocity distributions exist
within the compressor. On the other hand, compressibility
of the fluid is important in centrifugal compressors because
the large pressure ratios per stage resuh in density changes
that affect fluid velocities, streandines, and so forth.

In a pretious report (reference 1), a general method of
amdysis is developed for steady, two-dimensional, comprea-
sib~e flow through radial- and mked-flovr compressors and
turbines in -which the center line of the passage generates
the surface of a right circular cone -whenrotated about the
axis of the machine. The two-dimensional flow pattern is
considered to lie upon the surface of this cone.

In the present report, these ana.lyticaImethods are appIied
to investigate the flow conditions within a certain region of
radhd- or mixed-flow compressors (and turbines) with thin
stra.ight blades lying on conic radii (elements). The region
investigated includes the impeIIer tip and is that region
considered to be unaffected by the inlet.codbguration of the
impeHerand by the diffuser vanes; that is, the impeller inlet
and the diffuser vanes (if any) must be far enough removed
from the region investigated not to affect the flow ~ppre-
ciably in tha.tregion. Straight blades mere selected because
they were considered the most representative blade shape
now in use for aircraft centrifugal compressors.

The purpose of this analysis was to determine the. effec%
of operating and design variables (impeller-tip speed, com-
pressor flow rate, variation of passage height with radius,
and angle between blades on conic ffoT surkce) on flow
conditions within the region investigated. From this
information, limitations can be placed on the operating and
design variables if certain flow conditions are desired within
these regions. For example, if from boundary-layer con-
siderations ma-ximnm rates of deceleration of the relative
velocity are specified a.lorg the flo-ivsurfaces, ‘the results of
this analysis can be used to determine Iimiting -dues of
impeller-tip speed, compressor flow rate, -ra.riationof passage
height with radius, and angle between bkdes on conic
flow surface.

The theoretical investigation presented herein was con-
ducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory during 1948.
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oF SOLUTION
EQUATIONS

A general analysis is developed in reference.1 for steady,
two-dimensional, compressible flow- im- compressors and
turbines with arbitrary blade shapes and a.rbitmmywwia.tions
in the passage height, The analysis is-limited to radial- and
mixed-flow compressors “and $urbincs “~n.which ,the ce~ter
line of the passage generate:, the surface of a ~ight circular
cone when rot.atcd about the.~&is .of j.~e machi&+ (fig. 1).

.

Fbssoge-
center
lines

FIGUREL-Fluid particle on rotating coordinate system of impeller. Center line of flow
passage generates surfme.of right circular cone with cone angle ct..=

The two-dimensional flow patke.rnis cmsi.dered to .he on the
surface of this cone. The mefhod of a~dysis is applied herein
to radial- or mixed-flow compressors with t.hh straight
bkles lying on conic radii (elements). The equations de-
veloped in reference 1 are presented “in this section with a
brief discussion of the coordinate system and the assumptions
and the limitations of the analysis.

Coordinate system.—A devdopcd view of the couic flow.
surface gener@d by the passage center line (fig. 1) is shown
in figure 2. The dimensiotiss conic..coordinates of. a.fluid
particle on the conic flow surface are R. and 0.. (@ symbols
are defined in appendix k) The coordinate 8 is considered

1

y“I
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FIGUREZ—Fluid perticle on devehpod view of canic surface, Dimensionless coordkratcs
relatke to hhpeller If, e, and ~ tangential and rad[al components of ~eloc[ty rolatlm to
impeller u and u, rosIMctiveIy. -.

positive in the counterclockwise direction. The conic-
radius ratio R-is de.finedby

t

(1)

where r is the conic radius (distance along conic clement
from ape; of cone) and the subscript T refers to tho impclk
tip. The coordinate system (l?)O) rotates in the posilivo
direction..of 8 with the wguhtr -velocity a of the impeller,
The pa&iige-height ratio M, in the direction normal to lho
conic flow surface (fig. 2), is a continuous function of the
conic-radius mtio 1?.

--

H=&=f(R) (2).-
.-.

where h is the passage height at any conic-radius mt.io R,
Assumptions and limitations,-This analysis msumcs that

flow ionditioris ire” uniform across the passfi~e ncnlnai_to
the conic. flow surface; that is, t.hoflow varies only fdong iho
conic flow surface. In order to stitisfy this assumption, it
is necessary that: (1) the gradient of h with respect to r be
small; and (2) the cone angle a be sufflcie.ntlyclose to 180°.
The aUowable variation in a from 180° will clepend on the
ratio h/r and on the desired accuracy. II’or the hypothcl.ical
limiting case in which h/r approaches zero c.verywherc rdong
the conic flow surface, the analysis is accurate for all v&&
of a. ‘–

Velocity-ratio components,—The fluid particl~ on “the
developed conic flow surface in flguro 2 has a relnih%
tangential-velocity ratio U and a raditd- (do~g conic element)
velocity ratio V. These velocity ratios aro defined by

. u=;-

an-d

v=;

(3a)
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vrhere
u t-angential component of velocit.y relative to impeller

in positive direction of 0 (fig. 2)
v radial (along conic element) component of velocity

(fig. 2)
c local speecl of sound
Subscript:
o absolute stagnation condition in region of uniform flow

upstream of impeller
Stream function 1.—A dimensionless strewn function #

satisfies the centinuit.y equation if defied as

(4b)

where p is the weight density.

The stream function 4 is constant along the blade surface.
If x and 6 are assigned values of zero zdong the positive
blade surface (the blacle surface in the positive direction
of 0), the value of 4 along the negative blade surface (the
blade surface in the negative direction of 6) is given by

where M, the a.nglebetween blades on the conic flow surface,
is given by

and whele

(6)

(7j

- where
a~=B(A6J)?’rh~ (7a)

There
P compressor flow coefficient.
U’ total compressor HOW-rate
a anrnda.rflow mea (normal to conic flow surface)
B number of passages (or blades)
Subscript.:
.72 negative blade surface (blade surface in negative

direction of L9)
Differential equation.-The clifferential equation for the

stream-function distribution in compressors with thin
straight blades lying on conic radii (elements) is obtained
from equation (14) of reference 1 in terms of transformed
coordinates g and q.

()a loge:

a.g –

(8)

*;:. q
-wherethe impeller-ti.p31ach number MT is defined as

tirT sin E
T 2~IT= C* (9)

The transformed coordinates c ancl q, which for thin straight
blades lying on conic radii are related to R and d by

(lea)

(3
q‘a (lob)

have been intro~uced bemmse they resuh in paralIel blades
in the transformed plane. Such a transformation is desirable
because it simplifies the solution of the diflerentifi.1equation
by rel~~ation methods.

In equation (8), the passage-height ratio His assumed to
vary with the conic-radius ratio according to

H=pn (11)

where m is an arbitrary exponent. (For m=O, the blade
height remains constant-and for m= –LO, the flow areanormal
to the conic flow surface remains constant.)

In orcler to solve equation (8), it is necessary to know the
density ratio, which is reIut.ed to the impeller-tip 31ach
number and the relatire velocity ratio Q by (equation (11),
reference 1j

P—=
{

1+7; 1 [(RA\&)’-@ (12)
P.

where y is the ratio of specific heats and

q.v+-v (13)

and the absoIute whirl of the fluid upstream of the impeller is
assumed to be zero. The -i-elocityQ (multiplied by p/p.) is
in turn gi-ren by equations (4], (IO), (1I)j and (13) m

: Q=(M) Krp E(L- Qw] [W+(W 04)

Equations (8), (12), and (14) provide three equations with
three unknowns p/p., Q, and 4.

NUMERICAL PRC)CEDURE

The system of equations (8), (12), and (14) is sol-red by
relaxation methocIsto obt tint he stream-function distribution
within the compressor. From this distribution, the velocity
components and other conditions can be determined using
equations (4) ancl so forth. DetaiIed outlines for the
numerical procedure are given in references 1 and 2. The
procedure is briefly sketched herein.
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Outline of procedure,—In order to solve the system of
cqurttions by relaxation methods, the following procedure is
employed:

(1) Equations (8) and (14) are changed to finite-difference
form..(to be discussed). ..

(2) VaIu& of x are specified on the boundaries of the fkiw.
region. —.

(3) Values of i are estimated at equally spaced points of a
grid system within thitbouqda.riesof the flow region.

‘ (4) The preceding estimated values of # are adjusted
(relaxed) by the relaxation process until they satisfy equat-
ion (8) in finite-difference form,

(5) The boundary values of # in the vaneless difluser are
adjuste.dto satisfy the Joukowski. condition for tangency of
flow leaving the tip of the impeller blade.

(6) Aftcy the Jot.dmwski condition 4ESSbeen satisfied, t&
grid spacing is reduced near the irnpcller tip in order to obtain
detailed knowledge of the flow charact~ristics in this rtigion
where conditions arerapidly changing.

Finite-difference equations,—Equation (8) is changed $0
the following finite-difference form (reference 1):

(
.-,---

($l~h) log8!?wog.l?!)–
!Jl+!J2+#3+#4-4!J–

Po

(
(+’;*’) Iog. fl-log. :)-g (M {A-+8) –

Po

2M~ ~ (A19)2exy [(m+ 2]&A@]b’= R (15)
..

where

b

R
grid spacing (fig. 3)
rcsidud (error) due ~o estimated values of ~ used clur-

illg re.]axation soluiion_

! t

‘“’-t;.,,..:,. .... ,.
.-.-

. .,-

1
.,—. .. . . . . ....

1 “+“---–””—--”+4
FIOUBE3.-SampIe grid showing grid spaufng b and numerfccl subscript convention for

adjacent grid points.

Subscripts:
1, 2, 3, and 4 quantities at adjacent grid points M defined

.=
in figure 3 (Quantities without numerical
subscripts refer to grid point at which R is

.- being computed.)

From equation (12), the natural logarithm of t.ho density_ ..
ratio (required for the soiution of equation (15)) is plotted :
as a function of the flow-rate rntio QP/POin figwiq 4. The ‘
fiow-rat.e.-ratio is -obtained from cquat.ion [14), which in
finite-diflere.nceform becomes

I
I I , I I —

I MLtLttZWiL- 2.33.

, I I I I I I I I I I I I
4

(1.6)

r I I I I I I t I I 1. .11 1 I t I
—,

:2-- .3
I
.4 .5.6 .7.8,9L0 2.0 3.0 40606.0

FIGURE4.—Natursl Iogarithm of demit y ratio log, PIP.as funotion of flow.rato ratio Qp/P. fur
varioua vrduwiof RJfr. ErPIation (12); ratio ofswifiohmt~ w 1.4.

. “1~a~hde surtlxe [~=pA8] q=i.O
—o— —0 —0 —o— o—

I .-
Maitive= I?Iodesurfoce ($P=0) q=o la””

- o— 0— -0 o— -0 0 —0 y,:- .- ...-?.. .-.-..,, ,,
impeller

b
Diffuser

-“@ — . ,- + +03
1.

0

_FIourm 5.—Relaxatfon grid in plana of transfmncd CgOrdInafW I

I
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Boundary values of #,—The stream function #is constant
along the bIade surfaces. If the value of 4 is arbitrarily
set equal to zero along the positive blade surface, the -due
along the negative blade surface is given by equation (5).
Values of # along the Ieft boundary (fig. 5) are obtained

Flow reqion in vesf;ga fed

I-----------------------
11 &----------..--.----------Lr~- - .-

-. !.

v? = For exomp!es 5 ono’ 6SR =1.2657
b For examples 5 a-d QR =(16752

FIG~E 6.—Comprcssordesign cbru%cterktieefor namerfcal examples.

from the simplified analysis of reference 1, which assumes
that the flow is parallel to the bIade surfaces. VaIues of
+ along the boundaries of constant q in the vaneless ditTuser
are estimated by a one-dimensional analysis of the flow
(reference 1), which assumes the moment. of momentum to
be constant. (hTotethat these boundary values of # in the
diffuser are only approximate and must therefore be reIaxed
along with the values of v at “interiorgrid points, as indicated
in reference 1.) At any value of $ in the vaneless cIiffuser,
the values of # along the boundary n= 1.0 are #mgreater
than the values of # aIong the boundary q= O. The values
of ~ aIong the downst.rearnboundary of the diffuser (fig. 5)
vary Iinearly.

Estimated interior values of @.—Correla.tion equations
deveIoped in this report (and presented in a Iater section)
provide a first approximation for + at grid points within the
impeller passage. The error in these estimated values of
+ wiII, in most cases, be Iess than +1 percent of $..

—The residuals R that result from theRelaxation process.
estimated interior vaIues of # ‘are computed at each grid
point by equation (15). These residuals are then reduced
(relaxed) by suitable changes in then-dues of ~. The detaiIed
procedure is given in references 1 and 2.

Joukowski condition.— The Joukowski condition requires
that the streamline Ieaving the blade surface be tangent to
the blade tip. This condition generally is not satisfied by ihe
init.ia.lrelaxation so]ution because for this soIut.ionthe bound-
ary -dues of # aIong the downstream boundary in the va.ne-
lessdiffuser (fig. 5) are obtained from the estimated variation
in ~ a.Iong the boundaries of constant q in the difFuser(dis-
cussed in the section Boundary values of 4). In order
to satisfy the Joukowski condition, the values of # rdong
the downstream boundary must all be changed by the same
required amount and this change in the boundary values of ~
resuIts in changes in # at each of the interior grid points.
The manner in -whichthese changes in # are made to satisfy
the Joukmvski condition is discussed in reference 1.

RESULTS

Seven munericaI exa.mpIesare presented. One of these
“&amples has been selected as the “standard” and in each
of the remaining exa.mpks one parameter is varied from the
standard conditions as shown in the foIIowing table:

Esample I * Mi-

Standar(L . . . . . . . . . 0.5
1------------------ .r
2._--. . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. . . . . . . . . . -------- :;
4_. _-.. -_. . . . . . .5
5.-. _ . . .._. _...- .5

m (ii) Type of flow

— .

-1.0 12 Compressible (7=L4),“ ,0 m------ -a.,. /-—, .i—,.”
-1.0 G
-LO 12
-1. k
-1.0 :

I

5--------------- .s 1.5 –LO

L5
1.5

k;
L5
L 5

By comparing the solution for the standard exampIe with
one of the nonstandard ~xamples, the effect of the change
in a single design or operating parameter on flow conditions
in the compressor can be determined.

These exampIes are for impdkrs having straight bIades
(fig. 6). The sohtions were obtained in a region of the
compressors (including the impeIIer tip, fig. 6) that was
considered to be unaffected by the inlet configuration of the
impeller and by the diffuser vanes; that-is, the cliffuser -mnes,
if any, must be far enough removed from the impeller not to
affect the flow region being investigated. Each soIution
applies, within the Imitations imposed by the assumption of
two-dimensional flow, to racliaI-and mixed-flow compresso~
(and turbines) with coNc flow surfaces having various cone
angles a but the same angIe between blades on the conic flow-. -—
surface de (reference 1).

The numerical results are presented in plots of the stream-
lines and constant Mach number Iines.

Streamlines.-The st.reamhne configurations (relatiye to
the impeIIer) for the seven exampIes are shown in figure 7.
The streamhnes are designated in such a reamer (y/XJ that. .
the value of a streamline indicates the ratio of the flow that
lies between the streamline and the positive blnde surface to
the totaI flow in the passage. For a given density ratio, the
streamline spacing is indicative of the velocities relative to
the impeller, with close spacing indicating high velocities and
wide spacing indicating low velocities.

The streandines for the standard example are given in
figure 7 (a). For the design and operating conditions of this
example., an eddy has begun to form on the positive blade ‘--
surface. This eddy results from negative velocities ~n_md
near the blade surface. The fluid in this eddy rotates
(reIative to the impeller) in the opposite direction to that of
the impeIlerso that the absolute motion of the fluid is irrota-
tional. In actual practice t-his eddy is probably unstable
and it is desirable to eliminate the eddy by proper changes in
the design and operating conditions of the comprwsor.
From a-ninspection of figure 7, it appears that the eddy can
be reduced or eliminated by increasing the flow coefficient P
(figs. 7 (b) and 7 (c)), decreasing the impeIIer-tip Mach.
number Mr (fig. 7 (d)), decreasing the angle between
blades on the conic flow surface A@ (fig. 7 (f)), and using”
incompressible fluids (fig. 7 (g)). The eddy in figure 7 (d)
(impeller-tip 31ach number of 2.0) is especially interesting
because it occupies more than one-haIf of the available flow
area at a radius ratio of 0.90. ..—
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s

Angle, d, deg

[a) Skmderd example: flow inefficient% M
impeller-tip .Maeh number Mr, 1.5;
constant flow area (m,—1.O); engle be-
tween blades on conic flow surface A@,12”;
compresefble flow (y, 1.4).

.(LI
.

PI+(b)

L/5

._ 1!
4

Angfe, 8 a’eg.- .—

1

,

,

. .

.-

(b) ExamPIe~l: flow codlkieut W,O.fi other
psrametcre same m standard example.

----

MmrrtE 7.—Relative streamlines for flow through eentrffugaI compressor with straight
blades. Streamline designation indfcates ratic cf flew that lies between strcamlina and

.—

positive bI&desurfsee (right side cf PCSSCSS)to tctal flow in passag~

- .-

—

.-
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Refa+ive

—
An@, e,kq

(c) ExarnpIe Z flow coefficient p, 0.9; otlser
poremeters .wne es standard ersmpIe.

,nes

r.zo-

(d]

I.t 5 —

9

Angle, 4 deg -

(d) Ersmple 3 hrrpelkr-tip Mach nrunber
Jfr, 2.0; other parameters wune as stand-
ard ersmple.

FIGPBE T.—Continued. Relative streamymes-for Eow throngh-centrifugal compressor with
straight blades. Streamline kignstion indicates ratio of flow that ffes between streaniine
and positi~e blade surface (right side of passage) to total 110w in pa.s.sga.
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“.2Em
J-7kf%77

. . . . . . .. . ... . ......
Relaflvc

sfreamlincs

m’”” “’”-

-.

. .

Angle, eo’eq

(e) Example4: varying flow srea(m,-1.4);
other parameters sama ns. standard es-
runplkl

FIGVBE7.—Contiuued. Relative etreamHncsfor flow through centrifugeI compnssor with
straight b]adea. Streamline dwi~ation tidicates ratio of ffowthst lies bctweWWrea~.,
Hneand positive blada surface (rkht efde of passage) to total flow in passage.

—

The exponent m determines the change in flow area
through the impeller and the cliffuser. For m equal to -1.4
(example 4), the flow-mea ratio (flow area divided by flow
area at impeller tip) tit a radius ratio of 0.5 is 1.32 compared

to a .rgtio.“of 1.0 for the standard

1
—

oxamplo (in which m
equals – 1,0). The @cct of m on the streamline cortfigura-
tion in the flow region investigated is inapprccigblc (compttrc “
figs. 7 (a) ~nd 7 (e)). The.reason for this small cflkct.is that
the flow a.~e,mat the impeller tip me the same (bccnuso p is t.ho ,
same) and for reasonable values of mare not mUC~~differcnt
anywhere .jn the flow region investigated (which 1s in the ~
vicinity of the tip, fig. 6). If the mca ratio 1.32 had been ,
obtained by maintaining equal flow areas for both impellers
at the radius ratio 0.5 within the impellers and decreasing
the area at the impeller tip in one case, the stxcnmlinc co-n=. ,
figuration~ould be greatly affcctcd. This effect, however,
would Hot“he the result of the.c.hangc in m but.rather of the
c.hai~gein ~~t(which results from the change in G). I

The large effect of compressibility on rho stre~mlin~ “
configuration (and dmrefore on the other flolf conditions) is
shown by a comparison “offigures 7 (f) and 7 (g). The lmg&- 1

eddy that exists for compressible flow completely disappears
for incompressible flow.

Mach ntimber lines.—Lines of constant fi~ach number .
relative to. the impeller are shown for t,lmseven examples in
figure 8. It should Je. noted that the. Mach num~er in the
incompressible soht.ion (fig. 8 (g)) is a fictitious quantity
that is eqpal to the fluid velocity q divided by a conilmrit
that is equal to the inlet stagnation speed of sound c, of ‘
whatever compressible solution with which the incompressi-
ble solution is being compared. This inlet stngnntion specc~ “~
of sound is also contained in the definitions of P ml Af~, so
that for the incompressible solution q/co, p, and Afr Wwi ;
inversely with the assigned value of co, but ratios of these ,
parameters are unaffected.

The standard example is given in figure 8 (n). The gcn=
eral charagt.mist.icsof these plots m-csimihw. ThG vclocit ics ~
(as indicated by the.Mach number lines) along the posil.ive :
blade surface are low; the velocities along the ncgntivc Mule
surface are high; and the velocities bccomo equal on the ,
positive and neg~tive blade surfaces a} the. blade tip (ns
required ~.y the Joukowski condition), Tile maximum
Mach number occurs on the negative blade surface a~ n
radius ratii, well within the impeller and tho flOWdccclcratcs . “
along the .bIade surface from. this point to the blade tip.
This deceleration, which for impclle.rswith straight blades
and the usual tvpe of area variation with radiusratio becomes ...

“.

rapid near the blade tip, is conclucivo to boundary-layer
sepa;ation~wKlch lo-wersthe compressor efficiency.

If “the ~~und’ary-layer wake in the vaneh?ss cliffuser. is ,
neglected, ”the velocities become cssentinlly uniform at a
radius ratio of approximately 1.10 for Ad cqunl to 12° ,
(figs,~ (a) to 8 (e)) and at a radius ratio of approximntel~ 1.15
for AL9equal to 18° (figs. 8 (f) and 8 (g)). Thcso dius
ratios tmd their corresponding t-mglesare equivalent to a
value of g approximately equal to 0.45. Flow conditions in .
the vane.lcse portion of the diffuser immediately following
the impeller therefore become essentially uniform at a ~’alue ‘
of f approximately equal to 0.45.

.- ..
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(f) Example 5 angje between blades on
conic flow sur[ace M, IS”: other parameters
wme z~ standard examp[e..

Rdf3five
u

Relative

Angle, e, deg -

(g) Example 6: incompressible rlufct other parameters same as example 5 (Es. 7(0). Note
that p and M= are based upon conssant c- vrhich if considered equal to speed of sound at
fnlet renditions of esamp[e 5 enabks comparison of eirmpreasl%fe(example 6) and irsrom.-
pressible (ersmpIe !3)solutions for same impeller-~ip speed, weight.dow rate, and so forth.

FIGrIHS7.—Concluded. ReIatire streamlines for flow throngh centrffhgaI compressor with stmight bladw. Smeafie d@grrat~n in,ficates ratio of ROW that ffe.q~etwwn SWamHne

and Positire blade surface (right side of pass~e) to totaI ffow ~ pCSSge.

For the compressible-flow examples, the reIative Xkch
number at the impelIer tip is low (even for Iarge mIues of p)
because of the high density ratios, which result from the
high impeller-tip speed. These velocities would be con-
siderably higher if the effective flow area were reduced by
boundary-layer separation, which might be expected in
practice.

From an inspection of figures S (a) to 8 (g), it appears
that the mminmm Mach number (on the negative blade
surface) is increased by increasing the flow coefficient. p
(figs. 8 (b) ancl 8 (c)), is apparently not much affected by
increasing the impeller-tip Mach number ~~.f=(fig. 8 (cl)) or
by changing the e-sponent m (fig. !3 (e)), and is increased
by increasing the img~e between blades on the conic flow
surf~ce JO (fig. 8 (f]) or by changing to an incompressible
fluid (fig. s (g)) (ii which the 3Iach number is a fictitious
quantity, as previously indicated).

Slip factor.—The impeller slip factor is defined as the
ratio of the arerage absolute tangential velocity of the fluid
at the impelIer tip to the tip speed of the impelIer. The
sIip factor has been computed for each of the seven examples.
by methods giren in reference 1. The resulting slip factors.
are given in the following tabIe:

Example Nonstandard slip
parameter factor

Standwd.--.-.-. ---t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- 0:~.?
l.. -.. -- . . . . . . ------- p-o. 7
2.. --.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9=0. 9 .f$28
3--------------------- .lfr=2 o .935
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . rrl=-1..$ .934
5... -... -.. - . . . . . ------ M= 1s” .s99
6---------------------- p/h=L O* .s92

1 I

“.Also,M= 1s”.

It. appears that. the ordy variable investigated thai affects
the computed slip factor is the a.ngIebetrveen blades on the
conic flow surface M. In partimlar, it will be noted that

---
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FIGURE8.—Lines of constant Mach number relative to impeller.
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~
Reh t~ve

/t6Ch number
0.55

1

(c) Example 2: Eovr coeflicicmt q, 0.9; other
parameters some as stmdwd example.

Refa%c
M&h numbep

(d) Example 3: impeller-tip M~ch numk
Mr., 20; other parsrncters.same as stmrd-
nrd eXMrlp[P.

FIIiFRE8.—Corrfiiued. I&a of constant Mach mrmber relative to impe~er.

.
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/ 1

(e)
f
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I

.35 “

t.10-
.30 -

i M’&’ir

.

I 1 II d+--%%?..”

Ang/e, @, de9

(e) Example 4: varying flow area (m, — 1.4); -“
other parmneters “X-mk M” stardard
example. .. .. ... . . . ... .. .. .

FIGURES.-Continued. Linesof CnnStwt Mach !wi@x K!?WW. iW@&r:. .. . . . .

..

the sIip factor is appro.timately the same for compressilde.and
incompressible flow (compar%’examples 5 and 6), ~t~o~lgh
the st.reamlincconfigurrkions--for the .t~roSxailples are”viry
different (compare figs. 7 (fj,.and 7 (g).)..

-.

.-

CORRELATION OF RES-ULTS
.——

Correl&ion equations ake pre.scntcd whereby tho flow
conditions (U, V,- #/#., and so forth)” wM& afiy in~pdler
with str~ight blades can be determined (for the flow region
investigated herein, sea fig. 6) from the flow conditions for
the standard” solution of- this report. These co~relation
equations are developed in appendix B and t.ho flow condi-
tions fotihe standard solution arc given in tabiis “I ti 111.

The’ @rrelat.ion, equations are developed in terms of tho
transformed coordinates (g and v). The dimeneiodcss COfiC
coordin~t.es R and $ are related to these transformed co-
ordhatea by

R=exp”([A8j W.
an”d

8=qAe
.

‘-” (B4)

Strea&-function ratio#/#..— The st.ream-functionrrdio @/~.
varies .ac.rossthe..impelIer passage from O along the po~i-
tive black surface of one blade to 1.0 along tho ncgativo
blade stiface of the next blade. At any given point (~ tindq)
within the impeller, the vaIue of the stream-function ratio
for any ‘&jeiler (with straight blades) and for any operating
condition. can be estimated by the following correlation-
equat.ion“(appendix B):

{
.“:%(T——1) * [@-—(ml+ w-~Jw*e) *D (B16)

~yherethe prime indicates the estimated valuo of flow condi-
tion (s~eam-fuhgt.ion ratio in thk case) at a given point
(t,v) and the subscript ~“indicates the stiuxhml yatu~ of.. . .. .
flow coqdi~ion at the same point. Also, .—

-- (B2)

v.’~- = .(m)
p!?R~

Po
-.

and, if t.@ ,absoluje w~l fihem.1of tho impeller is zero, ““-

:?=[l+%[(;’’:0)—,.-%-?....... ...
where & subscript m iudicatcs t.homean value nt a &r&
radius ;at.io R (that is, a.ta given va.luc of i, wtilc.his relrited
to 1? by equation (lOa)). .

The -e.stimat-cd.values of the strea~-funct.ion r@io $’/#.
obtained from tho correlation cqu.ation (B16) arc compared
in figure 9 wit$ the relwxa.tion.VQIUCSof #/#n obt.aincd fo~ the
num&-icaI examples of” this report.. TTsIucsarc plotted for
every other grid point across t.hcpnssagc at vducs of ~ imli-
cated by the symbols. Perfect correla,t.iol~corresponds IN

— .—
-—

. -. .——

.—

1

1

I

,

,

1

1
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(d

Relative

U.aa .

[20
I .50
\ \ .45, /

!,

.40 I

l.lfl I.35 i
Ill II

I

+lngle, 8, deg

(0 EsampIe & ande between lrkdes on
conk flow surface M. 18”; other parameters
same as standard emropte.

m

Relu tr ve Mach number
(ficfifiaus, see sub!egend)

WI I _d
, .“” ,

.

U-4--!N.80 1 \

(g) E~mple ~ ~compresstble fluf~ other w-mmeters sarrreas e~mple 5 Ok. 8 (f)). Note
thwt p and Mr are based upon sonstant c., wbicfr if conahkmd equal to speed of sound at
Met COUditiO~ of e_mrnple5 e~btea mmptin of mmpmsf]e (emmple 5) ~d ~mm.
presssble {exampte 6) solutions for same impeller-tip speed, wefght-ffovr rate, and so forth.
For fneompressi%le fluids the rektive Mach number is flctitforraand fs eqrraI to relative
vetocity f divided by constant c..

FrGrEE 8.—Concluded. Lifes of constant Mach number reIatire to impeller.

the 45° line on this plot.. The error is, with very few excep-
tions, Iess than 0.01, where the error is defined as

The negative dues of @@n shown on the correlation plot.
correspond to ecIclies, which were shown in the previous
section to form on the positive blade surface at low flow
rates and at high tip speecls. The stream-function ratio is
always zero at the positive blade surface and a.lwa.ys1.0 at
the negative bIade surface:

RadiaI-velocity ratio Y.—The radial-velocity ratio can be
estimated by the folIovring correlation equation (appen-
dix B): .

Tie estimated values of the radial-velocity ratio V’ ob-
tained from equation (B 13) are compared in figure 10 with
the values of” V obtained from the relaxat.ion soIutions of
this report. Values are plotted for every other grid point
across the passage at. the values of f indicated by the.sym-
bols. Perfect correlati~n corresponds to the 45° line on this
plot. The error is less than 0.01 -wherethe error is defined
as

Error = (~’~—~)

--

The negative values of V shown in the correlation plot
correspond to the eddies that. form on the positive blade
surface at.low flow rates and at high tip speeds.

Tangential-velocity ratio U.—The relative tangential-
velocity ratio can be estimated by the fol~owing correlat.ion
equation (appendix B):

U’=AU8 (Bl)
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The estimated values of the rcla+ive tangential-velocity
ratio l?’ obt.aincd from equation (B!) are Compared in fig-
ure 11 with the values-of ~.~btained from tho~daxation solu-
tions of this report. VaIues are plotted for every grid point
across the.first hd,f of the paisage for the values oft indicated
by the symbols. .Perfect ccmel?tion corresponds to the 45°
line on this plot, Except” for the incompressible soIut.ion
(example 6), the error is Ieas than0,01wllme jhe” error is
defined as ..“-...”.. .

&O~=(~;”_ ~~ ~ ‘“ ‘

The relative tangential-velocity rat.io:is. alw:ays ztiro along
the blade surfaces.

Other flow conditions.-Other flow conditions wit.big<tbe

.-

—-

. . . ..

,.

—.
,

.+—. .-

.,.
.,

1

,

impeller can be, determined from the v~lues of u kl~clV
obtaifi~d by the correlation equations (B 1) and (B13).
The relative velocity r~tio Q is given by .,

Q2=~2+v2 (13) ‘. . .

From the steady-flow energy equation, the t.emperrdtirti’ .
ratio is given by (equation (10), refcre.nce1)

I . .
] where 2’ is the absolute. st.at.ic tcmq]erature of the gas and ~
I ivhero the absolute whirl uhead of the impeller is assumed LO

.,-...,. -., . . ... ..

—
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FIG~E 10.–Conrpfwi.s.snbetwecm exact (rekation solution) and estimated (mrrdation equation (B13)) V8WS of radfakdocity ratio for rarious values of R (function of ~ and M) and S.

The density ratio p/POand the pressure ratio p/po are

obtained from the temperature ratio by

The Ioc.al relative Mach mn-nber is related to Q and the
temperature ratio by

.11= Q.l/;

Correlation of velocities aIong blade surfaces.-Of speciaI
interest, because of boundary-layer considerations, are the
velocity distributions tdong the positive and negati~e sur-
faces of the impeIIer blades, Qp and Qm. Estimated values “
of Q. obtainecl from the corrdation equations axe given by
the curves in figure 12 for each of the numerical examples .
in this report. The values of Q=obtained by the rela~ation
soIution are shown by the plotted points. The agreement is
seen to be exceIIent in all cases.

Estimated values of Qp obtained from the correlation
equations are given b-y the curves in figure 13 for each of .
the numerimd exa.mpIesin this report. The ~alues of Q~
obtained by the relaxation soIution are shown by the plotted
points. Again the ~greement is excellent..
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Slip factor.—’rhe impe~,er slip factor K is defhied as ~he
ratio of the absolute tangential velocity of the fluid. at. &he
impeller tip t.o the tip speed o! the impeller. The following
correlation equation is developed in appendix C“foi’ the slip
factor of impe.lks with st.ra.ight blades: - . L..——.

.— -

~’=l–(l-u’) T%;““ ““”’‘“ ‘(C2)““

For the .st.anda.rd solutiom, (Ad), is 0.2095 radian and P, is
0.9w so:~hat the slip-factor equation beco~cs -; , ,._ .:.[

p’= 1“—o.315Ae (17)
. .-=

Thk equation is p~ottcd in figure 14 together with”Stodola’s
equation,’ wwch for straight blades is given by ‘ _—,.. -- . .... .+., ---- I

~=1—0.500Afl “’- “ (iij”!—.
.

.
=-

-—

,
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I

FONRE 12.—l33uspMj.5.5~b~tw-~~~~~t (~~~~~tf~n~~l~ti~~) ~~d ~~tfm~t~d(~~~I~ti~n

equation (B 13)) vaka of reIative velodty ratii &Iongnegative blade surfaea. Mid lines
obtaind from mrrelatkmequation; plotted points obtained from relaxation soIution.

FMCSZZ13.—Compari.wnbetween erect (relaxation adution) and estimated (correlation
equation (B13]) vahres of relative velocity rafio along positive blade surfwe. lSoIidlines
obtahed from emrelation equation: plotted points obtained from rdaxation solution.

The slip factors obtained for the numericaI examples of
this report are plotted as points in figure 14. These points
indicate that the slip factor is independent. of the flow rate,
impelIer-tip speed, and va.riat.ion in passage-height ratio
with radius and depends only on the angle between blades
On the conic flow surface AH. This conclusion is in agree-
ment with Stodola’s equation although the maa~itude of the
slip factor giren by Stodola is lower.

APPLICATION OF CORRELATION EQUATIONS

The correlation equations presented in the previous section
are import ant. because they provide rapid solutions (in the
regions investigated herein, fig. 6) to the differential equa-
tion, which determines the flow conditions (Z~, V, p/p., and
so forth) in any impeller (with straight blades) for aI1 operat-
ing conditions. &I imports.n L application of the correlation
equations is the determination of velocities aIong the flow
surfaces because these velocities are signitlcant in the study
of the boundary layer. .1s examples of the information pro-
vided by the correlation equations for such a study, the
velocity ratios along the bIade surfaces have been computed
over a tide range of impe~er-tip. hkh number JIT, flow
coefficient p, and a.ngle between blades on the conic flow
surface AO. These computations are presented in figures 15
to 17.

Impeller-tip Mach number ~T.—The effect of 3f* on the
velocit.y ratios along the positive and negative blade surfaces
is shown in figure 15. In this figure all design and operating
conditions (other than Mr) were maintnincci constant at the
stanclarclvalues.

For Mr equal to zero, the velocities are equaI on both
surfaces of the blfide. For all other values of Mr, the
relative velocities are higher on the negative blade surface
than on the positiv~ blacle surface and as the impeller-tip
speed increases the difference in velocities along the two
surfaces increases. Except near the tip, this increase in
velocity difference results primariIy from a decrease in
velocity aIong the positive blade surface and for high values
of MT this velocity becomes negative, -which indicates the
presence of an eddy. The smaII effect of M= oh Q%results
from a combination of effects. M higher -dues of Mr, the
difference between Q. and the mean radial-velocity ratio
17~increases, but V~ itself decreases because of the increased
density; the net result. is only a. smaII change in ~. with

0 4 8 12 t6 ~ 24 28” ~
A@e he between bides on conic flow surfoc e, deg

FIGURE14.-Comparisors among slip factors oMi.oed from relawition soIuffou correlation
equation (1?), and Stodofa’s aqnation ([S).
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bIade surfaces. Correlation equation (B13); fiPeller-tiP” Mach number Jfr, 1.5 co~t$ut”

flow area (m, -1.0); angle between blades on conio fk?w Surfsce M, 12”; comPrwAble.
flow (7, 1.4).
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changes in ikfr. At the blade tip, the velocity bccomcs cqurd
on both surfaces and this doc.ity decreases with iucrens@g
Mr because of the.higher gas density.

l?low coefilcient p.—The effect of flow coefllc.icnt P on the
velocit.y ratios along the positive and negative blade surfficcs
is shownig figure 16. In this figmy, all design and operating
conclit,ions(other than the_flow coefficient) ~-ere maintai~led
constant”it, the standard vahms.

At ea.~1~radius ratio, the difference between Q, rmd Qfl is
independent of p (that is, remains constRnt). Th& meali
rad~al-vergcity riti”o V~, ho~+ev~~decreases ~~’ithde~re~siyfj
flow coefficient and for low flow coefficients Q~ becomes
negativ~j which indicates. the presence of a:n eddy. At~~
blade tip, the velocity becomes equal on both surfaces find
this veloci~y increaseswith increasing flow coefficient because
of the inc~eascclmean radial velocity Vm.

For y” equal to zero, the velocit.ies am equal on bc)tb
surfaces ‘of the blade (but opposite in sign). As a rcwdt. the
pressures OD-both. blade surfacw are c.qua.l and no work is
done by, the impeller. The entire flow within tlm passage”
is an eddy:

Angle-”between blades on conic flow surface Al?.-Tho
effect of Ad on the velocity ratios along t-he positive and
negative blade surfaces is shown in figue 17. In this figure
all design and operating conditions other than Ad wem
rniintaintid corist.an t at the standard vakes. In?rcascd
values of._A8indicate fewer bkics.

The correlation equation (B 13) used to. obt ain the curtcs
plotted in figure 17 is developed in terms of..thc transformed”

..i=ii ‘“‘“”‘“;

-.+.;;: ~ I I I I I 1 I I I 1.-J
.75 80 .85 .90 .8.5 Lm

Radius ratio, R—

FIGURE17.=EtTwt Qf arisle lwtwecn blades on conic flow surfuw M on ml~ti~c rclo!it~
ratio along positive and negatIve biado surfmes. C!orrelution equation (B13); dashwi
Iincs obtuined from simplified anrdysis (emu~tfon (10)); flOWc~fflclcnt P, M @UrcUer-tiP
MacII nu@er ~W7,I.z tinskmt flow afw”(m,-1.o};wrnprcssiblc50~ (7s1.4) ---—- .:.”..““:”.-. -. --- . — ——

.—
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coordinate f, -ivhich is related to the raclius ratio R by an
expression (equation (B3)) that includes the mgle betyeen
blacles on the conic flow surface A@. The minimum value
of : for which stanchwcl vahtes of Zr, V, and so forth are
giren in tables I to 111 is – 1.7030, which for -dues of AO
less than standard (At)= 12”) corresponds to l-dues of ~
greater than 0.7, as indicatecl by equation (B3) and showm
in figure 17. For -dues of 1? less than those resulting from
F equal to – 1.7030, however, the simplified ana.lysis presented
in reference 1 for impWers with straight- bkies may be used
to extrfipolate the mums to all lesser vahles of R. In
terms of the mean ~elocit.y rfitio I’m (equation (B9)), the
simpiitied equation for the velocity ratio becomes (I%ote
that the simplified mdysis of reference 1 assumes ~=0.)

(19)

where ~ equak V“mmidway between bkdes “(that is, when
61=A13i2). Equation (19) has been used to extrapolate the
curves for dues of Ad less tkm 12° in figure 17 (dmhed
Iincs) . For dues of f less than – 1.7030, the simplified
analkysis given in reference 1 can be used to determine the
flow conditions within the impeller passage for any design
and operating condition. For values of : greater than
— 1.7030, the methods of this report must be usecl to deter-
mine l“, plpa, and so forth.

For A6 eqm=d to zero, the velocities are the same on both
surfaces of the blacle and are equal to the mean velocity
~’~ (dashed line). This mean -relocit.y is the same for all
values of A6, but the c[ifference between ~-~~and Qp increases
with increasing values of AOso that, for Iarge values of A8, QP
becomes negative, which indicates the presence of an eddy.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Six numerical examples are presented for steady, two-
dimensiomd, compressible, nonviscous flow in centrifuge@
compressors vrith thin straight blades, the center lines of
vihich generate the surface of a right circular cone when
rotatec[ about. the axis of the compressor. .$ se-renth ex-
ample is presented for incompressible flow. The sokt ions
were obtained in a region of the compressors (including the
impeller tip) that was considered to be unaffected by the
inlet configuration of the impeller and by the clilluser vanes.
[That is, the impeIIer inlet and the diffuser vanes, if any,
must be far enough removed from the region investigated
not to affect the flow appreciably in that region.) The
effects of variations in the foIIowing parame~erswere investi-
gated: (1) flow coefficient (flow rate), (2) impeller-tip Mach
number, (3) expcment for the varia.tion of passage-height
ratio with radius ratio, and (4) the angle between blades on
the conic flow surface. Each solution applies to radial- and
rnked-flow compressors (and turbines with the rotation and
flow direction reversed) with various cone angles but with
the same angle betmeen ~lacles on the conic flow surface.
The numerical results are presented in plots of the stream-
lines and constant lfach number lines.

Correlation equations are developed whereby flow condi-
tions (streandines, velocities, pressures, impeller slip factor,
and so forthl within a-myimpeller with straight blades can
be determined (for flow region investigated) from the flow

a:~fi.{nxl .10

conditions of the standard solution presented. .4s exa.mples
of the information providecl by the correlation equations, the
velocities along the blade surfaces have been computed (and
plot ted) over a wide range of impeIIer-tip JIac+ number,
flow coefficient, and angle between blades on the conic flow
surface.

The principa.1conclusions resulting from the work pre-
sented herein are:

1. The exponent m, which was used in this analysis to
specify the wmiation in passage-height ratio with raciius
ratio, hm ordy a smalI effect (for practical values of m) on
the area variation in the flow region investigated and there-
fore has only a smdl effect on the flow in this region.

~. ~ eddv forms on the positive bhtde surface at high.
impeller-tip J1ach numbers, low flow coefficients, ancl large
angles between blacles on the conic fIoTv surface. .$t an
impeller-tip J1ach number of 2.0 (a-rid the sta.ndarcl values
of flow coefficient and angle bet rieen blades on the conic
flow surface), the eddy occupies more than 50 percent of
the flow area at a. radius ratio of 0.90.

3. C70mpres~ibiIity has a large effect on the streamline
configuration within the compressor (ancl therefore on the
other flow conditions). For example, the large eddy that
e-sists in the compressible-ff ow example (with the same param-
eters as’ the incompressible examplej completely disappears
in the incompresaible example. .

4. The mxcimum’ relat ire Ifach number occurs on the
negative blade surface at a radius ratio vielJ within the im-
peIler, and the flow decelerates aIong the surface of the blade
from this point to the blade tip. This deceleration, which
for impelIers with straigh~ blades ancl with the usuaI type of
area. variation with radius ratio becomes rapid near the
blade tip, is conducive to boundary-layer separatism.

5. If the bouncIary-layer wake in the -raneless cIifFuser is
neglect ed, the flow conditions in the raneless difber follow-
ing the fipeI~& become essentiallyuniform at a value of ~

approximately equal to 0.45.
6. For the. high impeller-tip 31a.ch numbers investigated

(and if boundary-layer effects are neglected), the relative
velocities at. the impeller tip are low because the high
impeller-tip llach numbers result in high fluid densities.

7. The maximum relative Jlach number (on the negative
blacle surface) is increased by increasing the flow coefficient
or the cmgle between blades on ‘the conic flow surface (that
is, the number of blades), but it is little ~ected by the
impeller-tip 31ach number.

8. The impeller slip factor is independent of the impeller-
tip llach number, compressor flow coefficient, variation in
passage-height ratio with radius ratio, and compressibility of
the fiuid. The sIip factor is a function only of the angle
between blades on the conic flovi surface.
9.The difference between velocities on the positive and

negative blade surfaces increases with increasing tip liach
number and angle between blades on the conic flow surface
but is independent of the flow coefficient.

LEWIS FLIGHT PROPUMLONLABORATORY,
hTA’rIONAII~DVISORYCOMMITTEEFOR .hmiox’Au’rIcs,

CLEVELAND,OHIO, June 21, 1949.
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. APPENDIX A
syMBOLS ; “. . .—.

The following symbols are..use.din this report: ~ ‘y ::
A
a

B
b
c
exp
H
h
M
M,
m

P
Q
!l
R

R
r

T
~r
u

v
v

w
a

..

ratio (equatiog {B2)) , . “,”
annular flow area (normal to conic: flow sur-

face) ____ . .
nutiber of p-as%ges (or..bIades)
grid spacing (~g. 3) ~.. -- -.

-local speed of sound
exponential, [(~p (z) =ez]
passii~e-height ratio, h/hr .. . .

passage height” ~normal to qonicflo~ s~face)
relative Wch zmdmr. ..=. 1.............,”. ‘“
impeller-tip kkch number (equation (9))
paes~ge-height exponent (equation (11))
absolute stn.ticpressure
rehit.ivevelocity ratio, ~/cO
velocity of fluid relative. to blades, Us+”v%
conic-radius,.“r?tio [coo~dinate .of. conic.. ffo.y.

surface), r/rT
resickal .::-.
conic radius _(distance along conic eIement

from apex of cone) (fig. 1) -
absolute st,atic (stream) temperature”
relative tangen.tial-velo gity ratio, u/cO
tangential component o: g (in positive tiec-

tion of 8) (fig. 2)
radial-velocity” ratio, v/c~”““
radial component of q (along ~nic elemerit)

(fig. 2) ::--”. .-. . ,“.:““ “..”.
...=....

total compressor flow rate
cone angle (fig.. 1) -1

;“

-.

AO ._

#

-. (equations (4a) and (4b))
u - im-peWr angular velocity (in positive direc-

Subscripts:
n’” “-–”
~- ?=

O“-z
..e

P . ---

s
T ‘“”““
1, 2,3,and 4

SufierscZpts:
t

-—

CORRELATION

--

-.

ratio of specific heats
transformed coordinate (equation (lOb))
rmgIe (coordinate of conic flow surfs.cq posi-

tive in counterclockwise direction), radians
unless otheryise spccificd _ -.

angle between bh-ulcs on conic f.lo~vsurface
(equation (6), (fig. 6)), radians unlessother:”
wise spccifie~

impeller slip factor
. .

transformed coordirmta (equ~tion (lOa))
weight density of fluid
compressor flow cocfflcicnt (equation .(7)) “
dimensionless comprcssiblo strcarn fylct.ion

. .. ... ~pENDIx B .
.—

Correlation equations ara “developed whereby flow con-
ditions (~, V, aid #/#ti)“.~~t]linan~ impeller ~~t,hstraight
blades can be determined from the flow conditions for the
standard solution of this report.

TANGENTIAL-VELOCITY RATIO U

A PM of ZI against q (eqi,gal.to t?/A8,equation (lOb)) a-t&
equal to Ofor various design and oper@ng conditions (used
in the relaxation sol.uticmsof this report) is shown in figure 18.
These curves are representat.iv.eexamples of the variation in
U for all values of .Eat which. ?7 is significant. For a given
value of &and q, the tangential-velocity ratio U is seen to
be a funcfiion primarily of the impeller-tip Mach. nymber
Mr and the pngIebetween ,b]u~s on the conic flow surface AL9.
The tangential-velocity ratio is essent%l.ly independent of
the compressor flow rate (flow coefficient p) and the vari-
ation of passage-height ratio with 1? (p~ssagc-height ex-
ponent m). This dependence of ~ on MT and A13ordy (for
a given value of t and q) ww found to exist at. all radius
ratios at which U is significant and was f.oun.dto .be a direct.
rdation such that .. .. .. . . .. .“....- .... ..~.~.”............. .

U= KMTAO.“.. .-
10U —.

. .

EQUATIONS

where K. is a

tion of O) . +

rneiinvidue at givori idciius iii~io ‘“ “.
negative blade surface (blade surface in nega-
- &ivedirection of 0)

absolute stagnation condition in region of
.‘- tiform flow upstream of impeller
positive blade surfaco (bltde surfaco in posi-

~fi~edir~ction of e)
st~ndard solution
impeller tip ““ - “” ...—
grid points adjacent to pointiheing considered
.(fig.3)

estimated value
—

-.-. —

function of ~ and v that is constant for “-all
design an~ operating cond~ions. “In terms of the standard
solutionl theiefork,

-. U’=A.U* ‘– @l}
where z--

(B2)
. . .—

and whtie the subscripts refers to values from the stand&.I
example and tlm prime indicates tho estimated value for the
nonstandard example. Equation (BI) is the corr@at.ion
equation..for the relativo t.angential-velocity ratio.

The correlation. equation (B 1) and the other “corrcla.~on
equations to be developed in this appendix refer to the samo
transformedcoordinates t and v for both the standard and non-
standard.quantities in the equations. IJrom equations (lOa)
and (lOb), these transformed coordinates are related to the
ooor-dinatesin the physical (l?,8) plane by

R=czp (tie) ‘ ‘;’ “(B3T

and “~‘“
;.{= .... ....

,= 19=qA19 034) ..-
!

1

I

I

1

,
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I I\-u-Exum~e Condition
I I

!\
44 ,

0 0 Stoncbrd
c1 I P= 0.7 i- I

n (ew-fafs~)

mm ls.—vmiation in rdatke tmenti~l-~e10cit9 ratiO am= ~peuer pe~~ge fOrt=”.
PIotted pofnts obtained from relaxation soIutiom

EADIALVZLOCITY IL.iTIO V

The correlation equation for the radial-velocity ratio is
obtained from the equation for irrotationaI a.bsolute motion
of a fluid particle. From reference 1,

CT au 1 ?lV————~3~~=#~R R h $

which, after multiplying by A8, becomes

(B5)

Plots of V against q for various design and operating
conditions and for g equal to O and —1.0 are shown in fig-
ure 19. These plot.s are representative of the wmktion in V
afi alI values of & within the impeller. The slopes of the

?)v
are seen to be nearly constant (except invelocity protlles ~

the immediate -ricinity of the blade tip) so that from equa-
tion (B5J-—-—.. —.

(~+~)=j(fonly) (B6)

and eciua-tion(335) can be integrated to give

where V eqmds VPand q equals zero along the positive blade
surface.

The -relocity ratio V, can be evaluated from the condition
1

r“= rm
when

}

(B8)
V=:O=0.5

where V= is the mean radia.I-veIocityratio, whioh is obtained
from continuity considerations as follows:

Tr=p.v.ntme

or

n’ _p ‘m VmRH—— =.
pOaI%O Po

The mean density ratio pJpo in equation (B9) is obtained
from equation (12) by assuming that for straight blades the
reIat.ive t.angentiaI velocitty is zero and the radia.helocity
ratio is equal to the mean radiahelocity ratio Vm

()Q2Zvm’= Y 2
k R~

Po .. ~.:..

.7

Emn@e Condition
,#-

.
0 0 Skmubrd ,:*

.6 - I f?. 0.7
,,

E
3$= 20
m’=- L4 ..2..Cr..

1: ;

A@=10- ~.’‘ .’-, ,’
5 ——

.’ ,,
. . ---- -Lo >.

,Li- ;d
.,.”.’*..”., ,..,.‘ ,’ .

.’” “. b .*”, ,. . ,,.

.4 A A
,.’‘ ‘“f . 1--” i“:.:: ‘f

“I ,,Y’”1 I 1.

I,,’-.r- .“
,’

,’
.’

./

-2
c? .2 .4 .8 10

n [ewfs g) ,

FIGURE19.–Varfatfon in roeiial-~elgcity ratio e.eros9impeller pzw?ag~”fostwo values off.
PIotted points-obtahed from reiaxs.tfonsolution.
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Equation (12) becomres .+:. -- .-.
-. . .

Equation (B1O) gives an average value of the density ratiq,
which is assumed to be .a.fu.n~!ion of &‘(that is, (lo.@) /Aej
and independent of q (that is, 8/A6’):

From equation (B7) and the condition given by equ&-
..”.,,,,..

tion (B8), the velocity ratio Vp becomes. “” ~

V.= V.–RM,A6”-
?(:+%3

and equation (136) becomes .

From equntion (B3), k

and from equation @l), .-

so that e.quntion (B11) becomes .

which is solved for ? U,/aE

b u, V- ~,”,n
““2Ry0– ~,Ai3y=~-’ ~ (2q– 1)

The term b u@t can be ‘eliminated by equating it
stt-mdmdand nonstandard cases. Therefore,

v’= vm+A(v-vm)s.+ .:”:-. :.

{
.4(2n–1) ~ [A8-”(A@ ,]+ (R-RJ (MTA8),

“1.-. ..

.

for” t.ho

(B13)
.. . .

Equation (B13) is the correI.ation equation for the radiaJ-
veloc.ity ratio. :.-.,,.

STREAM-FUNCTION RA’r10 +/+._ -.

The stream-function ratio is obta-incd from the definition
of the stream function and from the correlation equation for
the radial-velocity ratio V, The definition of tho s,tream
function ~. give.n.by equation (4a):

. ..
(411)

which, a.ft& being m&iplied by A13and “combined ~vi’&
equation (B 11), becomes

-. (B14)

.From t.he_conclit.iongiven by equtit.ion (B6) and with the
density ratio replaced by its mean wdue for ~ (that is,
(log,R)]AO), equation (B14) can bc intcgratcfl to gi~e

(B15)
. .

where #~ is given by cquatjon (5) and l/i~ is equal to zero
when ~ is equal to zero. introducing equation (B 12) rind
solving for b UJb( give ..

The term b ZT,~bgcan be eliminated by equaling it for tlm
st.ancia.rd and nonst.a.ndar~”cases; therefore

%.

;=,+”$([V.(:-,)],+
m, ., ,.

Equation (B16)
..fuuction,~at.io..

APPENDIX C

is the corre.Int.ionequation for the strc~m-

.- . .- —.

CORRELATION EQUATION FOR IMPELLER SLIP FACTOR . .

The impeller slip factor is defined as the ratio of the average A9
absolute tangint.ial veloc.it y of the fluid.le~ving the impeller P’—l=(#,– —-

1) (A6), ,
tip to the tip speed .of. the.imyelle.r. T-his definition results or ‘-:

—.

in the following equation (reference 1): At? (c~)p~=l-(1—p.). ~,—.

p=l+”~- ::: : “.
.,. .-l. —. .. . . .... .—.

““(0-1) Equation “(C2) is the c.orrekt.ion equnt.ion for the slip factor.. kfT

Also, from equations (BI) ~~d (B2) -- ;. - .= REFERENCES
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TABLE I-+TREAM-FLW2TIOX RATIO $t~m FOR STANDARD SOLUTION
. .

[Conditions for standard exmnpIe: (P),=O.~ (Xr)z= L~ (rn~,=-LO; (M}==0209M mdk~ (7),= 1.4

q (eqnsk 8[A8)
—1.—

0.6
I

0.70.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.s 0.9

O::;

.621

.s24

.819

.S16

.s20
Am
.832
.&?9
.S50
.m

1.0

LOWI
L OoQ

;g

i OoQ
LO!M
LOW

H&l
LOW

LOW

I——
-L 7020 0
- L 3X36 o
-L0654 o
-. 7TS4 o
–. .3021
–. 3%L :
-. 29% o
-. L9.f9 o
–. 1154 0
-.0205

I

o
–. 04.2U o
0 0

0:&l& 0.70

.2735 :3

.2536

.23!s ::
, 22i5
~~ :R

. 9ti
.2100 ‘ .9:
.2367 .S6
. %34 .99
.2032 1.00

0.095
; ~$

.047

.0.42

. OM

.054

.069

.%

.111
,123

0.165
.143
.120
.101
.09:
.102
.113
.132
.146
. IE3
. 1s5
.210

0:& o. 5io
.519

.401 .529
&J .K19-- .W3
.2s2 .526
. 3?2 . 5Li
. 4L3 ..636
.429 .555
.447 .566
4i2 .5s6

. 49S3 . 61L

.-

TABLE H-RADLIL-VELOCITY RATIO T“ FOR STANDARD SOLLTTIOA~

[Conditions for stsmkd example: (.7),=0.5: (.W),=I.% (m),=-LO: (A6)C=OlW04+rsdku (7).=1.4]

I

(T-mlt i ‘*
T [equals ebo .

0.!4 0.6 0.7 0.8 I 0.9 I *.OO_l

0:g o.27s O::;
~~

. 1s: .2s0

. Isa .210 .259

. 14s - lgj .239

.1.46 . 1s9 .231
148 . 1s6 .224

:151 .216
.155 :% .213
. 15s . 1s4 .20E
.161 . 1s4 .205
.166 . 1s4 .2G2

: 3~6; 0.76
. is

. 2%5 . so

.2536 .65

. 23%s .20

.2275 .92

.2202 ;g

.2133

.2100 .97

.2067 . 9s

.2034 .99

. 2m2 L 00

- L X130 0.103
-1.3i36
-LOW :E
—. ii60 . 09s
-. .m31 -.001
-. 3gg1 . ~~
-.29.54 .010
-. 1W9 - ~5
-.1454 .037
-.0965 .055
-. o!20 .091
0 .199

0: K’:

.132

.110

.099

. 10Q

.105

.115
.122
.131
.139
.148

0.456
.443
.423
.KM
.3:s
.362
.342
.m
.301
.2s6
.271
,254

T-IBLE III—RELATIVE TANGENTIAL-VELOCITY RATIO U FOR STANDARD SOLUTION
[Conditions for st&ndsrd emmpIe: (31T)Z==L5;(ti)z=0.2KWradian1

r f

E
o O.L

-L 7030 0 o.o#s
-1. 3i3a o .028
–L 0654 0 .rms
-. Z60 .005
–. 5031 : -. Ov2

-.007
;;%! I ~. -.013

-.023
~.;~ ~ o -.030

;04s0 [ ~ yj

I -

0.9

d
Lo0“2 t ‘A——

0.015 0.020
.015 , Om
.014 . 01s

.011
~;; -. 0)7

–. 01s
–. 624 –. 032
-.041 -.054
-.053 -.06s
-.067 –. 0s3

–. 0s3 -.100
-.102 -.119”

O.J

0::;

.Ozl

.012
–. 003
-.021
-.033
-.061
~ g;

-.109
–. 123

0.5. I 0.6 0.7 0.s

o.O?* o.0X4 o.Oal : O&
.024 .023 .622
.022 .021 .019 .015
.013 .013 .012 .010

-. Oos :-O&
?. p;

-.003
-.022 -. OIL
-.039 -.037 –. 031 -.022
-. 06.% -.060
-.07

–. 052 –. 039
: f)); ;. -. 0.7)

-.094 –. 065
-.112 -.103 –. 099 –.0s2
-. lzl -. p~ -.LIS

t
-. ml

0.70

:R
.33
.90
. g?
.94
.96
.97

:%
L 00 I

o
0
0
0
0

:
0
0
0
0
0

*
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